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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION

History

This Index has been compiled as the final and complete record of the publications, nearly 1400 papers and 1200 biographies and obituaries, of the North East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders (NECES). It is the final publication of the Institution and it complements the Institution's Centenary History published in 1984.

The Institution was founded in 1884 and based in Newcastle upon Tyne. It served the professional interests of its members, mainly shipbuilders, engineers, and shipowners. Members came predominantly from the North East of England but with many from other regions and nations.

The Institution, in its heyday, played a leading role in the academic, industrial and economic development of both the region and the nation. The prestigious work of its members generated both wealth, prosperity, and international renown for the region and its people.

However, the momentous and continual changes in social politics and economies have drastically changed the role and need for a regional Institution. Thus the 201st annual report and resolve, the Institution was transformed in July 1992 into the North East Coast Engineering Trust (NECET), so reestablishing its learned society role after an illustrious lifespan of 108 years.

This Index is dedicated to the former Institution members, their families, and their friends for their work which has so greatly benefited and enriched our lives.

Who Should Use the Index?

The Index is designed primarily as a bibliographic tool for the professional researcher, be he engineer, shipbuilder, librarian, or historian. Casual enquirers may also find the Index of use.

Which Publications are Included in the Index?

The following publications are indexed:

1. "Transactions of the North East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders", v. 1, 1884, ISSN 029-280X.

The index details are: Technical papers and their associated discussions are their subjects, authors, authors' affiliations, Obituaries and biographies, Visits to Institutes, Presidential and Officers' addresses.

The following details are not indexed: Discourses of the technical papers; Minutes of Proceedings; Reports of the Council; List of Members; Constitution and Bye-Laws, Library Additions to Stock; Awards of Prizes, Student and Graduate Section Papers; not published in the Transactions; Institution Notes; Representatives of the Institution; Past President, Council, and Officers of the Institution.

How to Use the Index

The layout of the Index is a compromise between production costs and usability. Thus the text is rather compact but with many access points through the four indexes.

SECTION 2: CORRESPONDENCE INDEX. An alphabetical list of the names of organisations, usually the author's affiliation where known, but also companies.

SECTION 3: PERSONAL NAME INDEX. An alphabetical list of the names of authors, members' affiliations, biographies, and other persons.

SECTION 4: SUBJECT INDEX. An alphabetical list of the subjects of papers.

About 95% of the Institution's publications are numbered annual bound volumes of the Transactions. However, the individual papers contained therein are not numbered. Thus for the purpose of this index it has been necessary to assign to each paper, an Index Number, which is based upon the Volume Number of the Transactions in which that paper is to be found and also the first Page Number of that paper, e.g. 01/0001, which means Volume 1, page 1.

Conferences and other publications, which have been published separately to the Transactions, have been assigned a volume number which corresponds with the Transactions of the same year, e.g. 1986. Centenary Conference papers, indexed as 100/0001, published in the same year as the Transactions 100, 1984, indexed as 100/0001.

Sections 2-4 each contain detailed cross-references to assist the user, and the Index Numbers refer the user in section 1 for the full bibliographic record.

Example entry in SECTION 1: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX:

01/0001 Transactions NECES, v. 1, 1884-85 (7) ppr., v. 188 gap, xxviii pl.
02/0001 Inaugural address by the President, (on engineering; shipbuilding; education & training), by W. Boyd (Wallsend Slipways & Engineering Co.), Read, 28 Nov. 1884. Note: Contents p. 3-20.

The titles of bound volumes and their constituent technical papers, obituaries, and similar, are "emboldened" for emphasis. Each entry has the following layout:

Index Numbers, Title of Publications, Authors and their Affiliations, Date and Place of Presentation, Title of Source Publication, Publication Date, Pagination

Thus in the second example given above:

Index Numbers = 01/0001
Title of Publication = Inaugural address by the President, (on engineering; shipbuilding; education & training)
Authors and their Affiliation = by W. Boyd (Wallsend Slipways & Engineering Co.)
Date and Place of Presentation = Read, 28 Nov. 1884, Note: (lecture in Newcastle)
Title of Source Publication = Transactions NECES, Publication Date = Dec.
Pagination = p. 3-20.

When 01/0001 = volume number 1, page number 1. The first page of the paper within the volume number 1, 28 Nov. = the same bibliographic reference as the previous entry but with different pagination, i.e. in this example Transactions NECES, v. 1, 1884-85, p. 3-20.

Voluntary numbers 1-50 were originally numbered in Roman Numerals but have been changed to "English" numbers for
SECTION 0: INTRODUCTION

clearly this index. Some page numbers were in Roman numerals and have been left unchanged, except for when they are used as part of an Index Number in this index, eg. v 12 p xxxii. -> 103:MC33, where M indicates page number changed in English.

Note that some rhymes and personal notes have been grouped together under a single Index Number, thus rhymes and personal notes may not be on the precise page number implied by the Index Number.

Key to Abbreviations

SN = Short Note = additional explanation about this term, eg. SN continues 1962 as Univ of Newcastle.
UI = Use for = use this term instead of the other term listed here, eg. Australia S P UP Wear Dock Co.
US = Use instead of = use the alternative term given, eg. Boat USE. Small craft.
BT = Broader Term = see also the broader term given, eg. Cargo ships. BT: Merchant ships.
NT = Narrower Term = see also the narrower term given, eg. Merchant ships NT: Cargo ships.
RT = Related Term = see also the related term given, eg. Merchant ships RT: Naval vessels.

ibid = the same bibliographic reference as the previous entry but with different pagination.

< = a general term,

eg Presentation USE: especially subjects, eg Corruption.

p = page

dis = discussion,

pl = plate, usually a fold-out diagram or photograph

pl = place

1962 = volume, for each volume numbers held, where 1-108 = continuous as nearly continuous run. Line = substantial but incomplete run. Note that holdings of Conference proceedings are much less common and have not been checked.

North-East:


North-West:

Macclesfield Marine Museum, Liverpool, 61-98; University of Liverpool, 75-108.

London:


South-West:


Scotland:


UK:

British Library Document Supply Centre, Boston Spa, Wetherby (for Inter-Library Loans), 1-108.
SECTION I: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX

How to use the Chronological Index:

A list of publications, arranged in chronological order of publication dates, and then by page number, or paper number within each publication.

e.g. 001:0000; 001:0001; 001:0021; ...
e.g. 100A:0011; 100C:0022; 100Y:0002; 101:0000; ...

Entries in the form:

- Title of publication (author)
- Date of publication
- Page numbers
- Notes

Find your publications in this Section 1: Chronological Index, or find them by using the three indexes in the following Sections 2: Corporate Name Index; 3: Personal Name Index; 4: Subject Index.

Example:

D - discussion page numbered D in the text, usually following the main text e.g. 048:0106.

M - pages numbered M by the Compiler, to indicate pages numbered using Roman Numerals by the Institution, usually preceding the main text e.g. 200A:0025.

S - pages numbered S or SI by the Institution on T - pages numbered T by the Compiler, to indicate an appendix following the main text.

X, Y - conference or other publications authored by the Compiler, published in the same year, but separately from a particular volume of Transactions, e.g. 048:0000.

Publications:

001:0000 Transactions NECTES, v 1, 1884-5, [7]; 184 pp. pl. 1
001:0001 Inaugural address by the President (on engineering; shipbuilding; education & training), by W. Rycot. (Woolwich School of Navigation & Engineering Co.), 27th Nov. 1884, Nlec. Ind., p 1-30
001:0021 On the speed trials of steam ships. By W.H. Whir (Inaugural Address by the President), 29th Dec. 1884, Nlec. Ind., p 35-40
001:0025 On triple expansion steam reciprocating engines, by W. W. Tow (Inaugural Address by the President), 1 Apr. 1885, Nlec. Ind., p 117-129 & pl III-IV opp.

002:0000 Transactions NECTES, v 2, 1885-6, [14]; 184 pp. pl. 1
002:0001 Inaugural address by the President (on construction); production; seed; strength, ships, by W. S. Ford (Woolwich School of Navigation & Engineering Co.), 14 Oct. 1885, Nlec. Ind., p 157-187 & pl III-IV opp.
002:0025 On the manufacture of large forgings for marine purposes (crankshafts), by H. Cameron (Inaugural Address by the President), 14 Nov. 1885, Nlec. Ind., p 35-56 & pl III-IV opp.

002:0041 On the application of hydraulic pressure to the driving of machines (instituting), by A.H. Beccell (Inaugural Address by the President), 14 Dec. 1886, Nlec. Ind., p 116-145 & pl III-IV opp.

002:0053 Transactions NECTES, v 3, 1886-7, [14]; 184 pp. pl. 1
002:0056 On the principle of work in relation to the strength of structures and the safety of the accepted energy of the strength of hulls at the mouth of the river. By T. lodge (Inaugural Address by the President), 9 Feb. 1887, Nlec. Ind., p 7-37, pl I-IV opp.
002:0056 On the principle of work in relation to the strength of structures and the safety of the accepted energy of the strength of hulls at the mouth of the river. By T. lodge (Inaugural Address by the President), 9 Feb. 1887, Nlec. Ind., p 7-37, pl I-IV opp.
002:0056 On the principle of work in relation to the strength of structures and the safety of the accepted energy of the strength of hulls at the mouth of the river. By T. lodge (Inaugural Address by the President), 9 Feb. 1887, Nlec. Ind., p 7-37, pl I-IV opp.
002:0056 On the principle of work in relation to the strength of structures and the safety of the accepted energy of the strength of hulls at the mouth of the river. By T. lodge (Inaugural Address by the President), 9 Feb. 1887, Nlec. Ind., p 7-37, pl I-IV opp.
002:0056 On the principle of work in relation to the strength of structures and the safety of the accepted energy of the strength of hulls at the mouth of the river. By T. lodge (Inaugural Address by the President), 9 Feb. 1887, Nlec. Ind., p 7-37, pl I-IV opp.
002:0056 On the principle of work in relation to the strength of structures and the safety of the accepted energy of the strength of hulls at the mouth of the river. By T. lodge (Inaugural Address by the President), 9 Feb. 1887, Nlec. Ind., p 7-37, pl I-IV opp.
002:0056 On the principle of work in relation to the strength of structures and the safety of the accepted energy of the strength of hulls at the mouth of the river. By T. lodge (Inaugural Address by the President), 9 Feb. 1887, Nlec. Ind., p 7-37, pl I-IV opp.
002:0056 On the principle of work in relation to the strength of structures and the safety of the accepted energy of the strength of hulls at the mouth of the river. By T. lodge (Inaugural Address by the President), 9 Feb. 1887, Nlec. Ind., p 7-37, pl I-IV opp.
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033-037) Description of the improvements of the River Tyne. By P.J. Thomson; Cyma Improvement Commissioners. Summer Mtg., 28 Jul 1887, Ntc. Announced, ibid. p 293. In Trans INA, v 29, 1888, p 122-135, pl xvi-xvii opp p 410. [See also previous 2 pts, same Index No 3]


034-039) Inaugural address by the president [on triple expansion steam reciprocating engines; conversion; shipbuilding]. By W. T. Duckproof (William Duckproof & Son). Read, 19 Oct 1887, Ntc. ibid. p 13-16.


034-044) Improvements in the construction of iron and steel vessels. By W. G. Proud (IR. & W. Hanson, Leslie & Co.). Read, 1 Jan 1888, Ntc. ibid. p 151-203, incl. pl xxv-xxvi.

034-045) On the results of some experiments on an improved bulb type propeller. By J. Paterson (Judd & Sons). Read, 8 Feb 1888, Ntc. ibid. p 204-242, pl xxvii.


034-051) Memoir. G. H. Sharpe, 1888. ibid. pl xxv-xxx opp p 1 [page for numerous M].


034-059) Transactions NIECES, v 6, 1889-90, 16, pp. 1-17, pl xxv.


SECTION 1: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.


SECTION 1: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.

338 p., xxv pl.


01/10/06: NECIES Transactions. v. 13, 1894-95. 774 pp., xxvi, 337 p.


01/15/04: On the application of the electric arc to machines and boiler repairs, etc. By C. Foster (Specifier Newcomen Works). Read, 12 Feb 1895. Nave. Ibid. p. 185-193. 205-208. 275-312. pl. xxvi opp p. 183.


SECTION I: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.


SECTION 1: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.


1890-1890. Transactions NECIES. v 19, 1902-1903. (2) p. 300, 305, 311.


SECTION 1: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.


025:01:15 Report of the work of the Consultative Committee appointed to confer with the Marine Department of the Board of Trade, of the year ended 5th March, 1907 [on ship regulations]. By [author not known]. Ibd, p 39; 156-356.


026:00:10 Notes on the trials and performances of the six-inch, fitted with a combination of [screw], reciprocating and
SECTION 1: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.


1935. Report of the work of the consultative commission appointed to confer with the Marine Department of the Board of Trade, of the year ended 31st March, 1930, on the regulations. By [author not known]. Ibid. p. 363-370.


1942. Report of the work of the consultative commission, appointed to confer with the Marine Department of the Board of Trade of the year ended 31st March, 1941, on ship regulations. By [author not known]. Submitted c1941. Ibid. p. 305.


1955. Report for the year ended 31st March, 1952, of the work of the consultative committee appointed to confer with the Marine Department of the Board of Trade on the regulations. By [author not known]. Ibid. p. 395-422.


INDEX TO SOCIETY'S PUBLICATIONS 1865-1965. 1
SECTION I: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.


239-2447 Report for the year ended 5th March 1913, of the work of the Consultant Committee appointed to confer with Marine Departments of the Board of Trade (on regulations). By authors not known. Ibid, p. 267–273.


SECTION 1: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.


052-011 List of recent engineering articles of interest. 1 Aug -1 Nov 1915. Iind. p. 1- various pages opp p. 349 (pages not numbered 1, and are blank).


SECTION I: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.

037.0152 The reaction between shipbuilding: production, price, and the freight market. By M. Ballard (Swan, Hunter, & Wigham Richardson Co Ltd). Read 7 Dec 1920, Nce. Ind., p 152 181, p ili opp p 564.


037.0387 Note on some proposals made during the war for protecting merchant ships against submarines (armored bulges). By E.H. Fenny of Green (Sir G.W. Aspinwall, Whitworth & Co Ltd). Read 3 Dec 1921, Nce. Ind., p 151-172.


037.0425 Standardization (in engineering design) the fundamental importance to the prosperity of our trade. By G. Le Vasseur (British Engineering Standard Association). Read 24 Mar 1922, Nce. Ind., p 477 546.

037.0452 Controversy; with special reference to the freedom metals and the determination of ships. By A. Pickford (Lloyd's Register of Shipping). Read 28 Apr 1922, Nce. Ind., p 509-546, pl vii opp p 610.


039.0157 Some factors affecting the utilization of heavy oil in internal-combustion engines [diesel engines]. By L. Morin (addition not known). Read 1 Dec 1922, Nce. Ind., p 179-200.


039.0304 Dordrecht opposed-piston marine oil engine. By Wil van Bochum & Sons Ltd. Read 12 & 26 Jan 1923, Nce. Ind., p 99-151, pl vi opp p 599. [see also 039.0301]

039.0157 Neptunia marine nil engine. By Paelo, I. & Wigg, Sam Richardson Ltd. Read 12 & 26 Jan 1923. Nce. Ind., p 207-250, 17 pts in 699. [see also 039.0305]

039.0253 The Scott-Stil marine oil engine. By Scotts' Shipbuilding & Engineering Co Ltd. Read, 12 & 26 Jan 1923, Nce. Ind., p 318-320, pl vi opp p 699, see also 039.0301.


INDEX TO VOLUME 39, 1922-1923.
SECTION I: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.

1924
SECTION 1: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.

04:20:00:20 NECIES Transactions, v 42, 1925-1926 [ii], vix, 445 p.
SECTION 1: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.


043-0307 The application of high pressures in the [triple expansion] reciprocating marine steam engine [inc. tug (Strom)]. By S.G. Visher (affiliation not known). [Read. 17 Nov 1927, Ncle]. Ibid. p. 115-126.


043-0312 The measurement of power in [ship ( subconscious)] with all [engines]. By L.S. Ramon (affiliation not known). [Read. 4 Mar 1928, Ncle]. Ibid. p. 385-334.


SECTION 1: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.


066.0321 Is a sea experience essential in order to become a good marine engineer? [In education & training]. Introduced by E. Wilson (Senator for known). Necle, Ibid, p. 435.
066.0382 Summer meeting in Holland, held jointly with the Fenns. 21-28 Jun 1931. Ibid, p. 398-421. [See 2 Aug 1931 066.0381-0384.]

SECTION 1. CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.

[Pages containing specific dates and references to various events and inventions in the field of shipbuilding and marine engineering are listed, with brief descriptions of each entry.]

[Continued on subsequent pages with more chronological entries related to shipbuilding and marine technology.]
SECTION 1: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.


059.0159 Oscillatory: Alfred Lindsay Dorsen, n 270-1943.


060.05141 Conferences of Honorary Fellowship on Mr. J. Foster King, C.H.E., Held, 7 Dec 1943, Glasgow ibid, p. 141-142.

26. INDEX TO NECES PUBLICATIONS 1934-1945
SECTION 1: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.


SECTION I: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.


SECTION I: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.


072:0715.4 The Doxford (2-stroke) opposed piston diesel engine: progress and development (gear, liner fuels & supercharging). By A. Storry (Doxford & Sons Ltd). Read, 23 May 1956, Ibid. p. 327-360, D73: D76.


SECTION I. CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.


SECTION 1: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX

1960

1961


1961


1961

1962


1962


1070: 25d An evolution in ship control (automation, gyrocompasses, ministorey, navigation). By H.E. Paul (J.S.C. Brown

1963


1070: 25h An evolution in ship control (automation, gyrocompasses, ministorey, navigation). By H.E. Paul (J.S.C. Brown
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[New], ibid, p. 15-20.
08:0351 Further notes on strength of tankers [incl. high tensile steel, conversion]. By H. Murray (Chesapeake Register of Shipping). Read, 8 Mar 1965. [New], ibid, p. 251-260, D7-32. 
08:0351 The deterioration of materials by the joint action of corrosive and mechanical factors. By J.P. Chilton (University of New Zealand). Read, 11 Jan 1965. [New], ibid, p. 281-304, D7-33.

08:0351 NACPS Transactions. v 82, 1965-66. [11], plates, iv, 328, D1C0 p.
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032-0009 NECSIS Transactions, 64, 1967-68. 121 p.


032-0012 Management services as an aid to increased productivity in shipbuilding (Firth Brown Shipbuilding & Engineering Ltd, Firth Brown (Glasgow) Ltd). By R.B. Farkas (Firth Brown (Glasgow) Ltd). Read. 25 Nov. 1968. [Nel]. Ibid. p. 42-55, D5-D12.


032-0012 The challenge of our marine environment (ships, shipbuilding, offshore engineering, research). By R. Be

032-0012
SECTION I: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.
SECTION II: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.


D1-40 100 101 Research at NPL on marine traffic systems, tankers, navigation, safety, audio, (NPL) in Dover (Nautical) Lab. Read 16 Apr 1973, [Nel], Ibid, 1972-73, p 131-139, D2-D34.


42.

42.
SECTION 1: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.


090:04010 NECIES Transactions, v 91, 1974-75, (12) pp., iii, 214 & T50 p


090:04010 Scascape '76: Developments in shipboard outfitting (bar and work). 1 Apr 1976; Univ. of Newcastle upon Tyne. [Proceedings], Organized by NECIES Inc. Sect. Published by NECIES, 6 pp., 61 pages.

INDEX TO NECIES PUBLICATIONS (156-160).
SECTION 1: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX


02-0000 Marine safety and ship design conference: 1976. Newcastle. Organized by National Institute with NCE. Published by NCE. [Paper not included in this index].


02-0020 Some thoughts on ship design, innovation and support research. By G. K. Smith (NCEA) Backunler Lect. 46 15 Feb 1978. [NCE], Ibd. announcement only, p 236. [Paper not published].


SECTION 1: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.


120-0215 Personal notes: Alta F. Harris, Peter Marian, Ibb, p 130-157, 121-123.

130-0225 Alternative mechanically propelled fleets (principal areas, for the inland waters, of a developing country) (Bangladesh). By N. Bar (Bangladesh Institute of Transport & Development). Read, 5 Nov 1984, [Nrel]. Ibid, p 135-179, 135-177.


SECTION 1: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.


102-0952 The role of the port in the maritime industries. By W. Smith (Britain Marine Consultants, in association with Fairways International). Blackaddie Lect. 20, 17 Feb 1985, [Necel], Ind. p. 73-78.

102-0955 Personal notes: Ian Lynam, [Ind. p. 85-86.


102-0959 Personal notes: Arthur Storey, [Ind. p. 102-102.]


102-0959 Personal notes: R. Steward, [Ind. p. 139-140.


102-0955 Personal notes: Michael N. Parker, John Burton Davies, Senior Executive Secretary: Mrs Atmney Wilson, [Ind. p. 208-209.


SECTION 1: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX


INDEX TO NCEES PUBLICATIONS 1986-89.
  002640  [Abstract] [PDF]


105 0026 Marine engineering and the North Sea; part 1: an historical symposium. 26 Nov 1988; Museum of Science & Engineering, Newcastle upon Tyne. Improved by NIECES. Ibid. p. 59-77. [see following pps. 105 0033 105 0052 & previous pps. 105 0019]


105 0029 Cables to computers, lampwick to lasers. By R.O. Thompson (Institute of Marine Engineers; formerly of Crest Howden & Co Ltd). Symp. 26 Nov 1988, [N.I.D.]. Summary. Ibid. p. 64-67. [see also next pps. same index No.]


105 0032 Personal note: Frederick Brian Topham. Ibid. p. 72-73.


  003940  [Abstract] [PDF]


105 0045 The Syncrelif system for dry docking ships. By: J.B. Salties; D.L. Reardon; F.V. Voge (NIECES); Ibid. 16 Oct 1989, [N.I.D.]. Ibid. p. 49-55.


  005440  [Abstract] [PDF]


SECTION 1: CHRONOLOGICAL INDEX.


108.0040 NGOE & NGCSE Transactions, 148, 1992, 1 Apr., 2.


108.0065 An essay on design, etc, still sought, By R. Vaguean (Swan Hunter Shipbuilders Ltd, Andrew Long Memorial Lect., £61, 16 May 1992. ibid., p. 65-68.

108.0072 Obituary: John Frank Batten, c.1912-1992. ibid., p. 70


SECTION 2: CORPORATE NAME INDEX.
SECTION 2: CORPORATE NAME INDEX

RNAI, SN: Royal National Lifeboat Institution 375 0473.
Rolls Royce & Co Ltd. 06 20 47.
Roper Management Ltd. BT: Roper 088 0039.
Roper Shipping Ltd. SN, 1888: BT: Roper 100 0147.
Royal Aircraft Establishment, SN: RAE. 017 0101.
Royal Corps of Naval Constructors, USE: RCNC.
Royal Institution of Naval Architects, USE: RINA.
Royal Mail Ltd. 06 20 0205.
Royal National Lifeboat Institution, USE: RNLI.
Royal Naval College Greenwich, BT: Royal Navy. 09 03 0117.
Royal Naval Scientific Service, BT: Royal Navy 08 00 0196.
Royal Navy, BT: Great Britain. NT: Royal Naval Col.
Greenwich, NT: Royal Naval Scientific Service. 01 16 03 32.
03 08 0095; 02 02 0031; 02 06 0351; 03 11 00 23; 03 04 0539; 04 22 0226.
04 09 0029; 06 02 0104; 06 08 0143; 06 09 0367; 07 22 002; 08 2 0017;
02 02 0506; 03 07 0037; 09 04 0418; 10 03 001; 09 2 02 23.
Royal Society, USE (London). 05 03 0053.
Kunstler, Walter, SN: after Walter Kunzma. 25 07 007.
08 07 0299; 08 07 0307; 06 08 0109.
Russia, BT: Counties. USE: RS.
Rutherford Coll New, SN: corps at Newcastle upon Tyne Poly.
KT: Newcastle upon Tyne Poly 0 7 007.

Sabbet corporate names, USE: S: corporate names.
Saint Andrews Iron Works. 03 02 0027.
School of Science & Art, 01 04 049, 01 06 043.
Science & Engineering Research Council, USE: SERC.
Scientific & Technical Services Ltd. 05 48 97.
Scott Lithgow Ltd. SN: 1857 formed from merger of Scott's Shipbuilding & Engineering Co. Ltd. & Lithgow Ltd. 1857 part of Privy Shipsbuilders Ltd. BT: Lithgow 09 03 0090, 09 04 007.
Scott, Ernest & Mountain, SN after Ernest Scott, A (? 1913). Mount-

an, BT: Mountain. 02 14 1213, 02 03 23 29.
Scott, Ernest. 00 07 2 196.
Scott's Shipbuilding & Engng Co Ltd SN after John Scott, A.
Scott. 1721-1796, 1724-1795, 01 19 01 19. 02 03 40 00 00.
Greenock Foundry Co Ltd. 09 05 0066; 09 05 0072.
Scott, J. R. McLean Ltd. BT: Greenock Foundry Co Ltd. 09 05 0066, 06 01 043.
Seafish Ltd. 08 06 0057.
SEF: USE: Shipbuilding Employers Federation.
SERC, SN: Source and Engineering Research Council.
Great Britain. 06 01 055, 10 04 101.
Sheffield University, USE: Univ of Sheffield.
Shell Plastics Lab (Nettleshead), BT: Netherlands. 01 07 027.
Shell Research Ltd. 07 05 0277.
Shell Tanker Co Ltd. 02 04 00 09; 01 03 037, 01 04 031, 01 04 041.
Ship & Offshore Co Ltd. 07 3 0 09.
Shipbuilding Conference, SN: 1934-?, 05 02 0101.
Shipbuilding Employers Federation. SN: SFF 06 20 295.
Shipbuilding Industry Training Board, SN: SITB 09 05 306.
SITB USE Shiplbng, Industry Training Board.
SN taken over by Swan Hunter, 1969. 02 05 0119. Smith's. 01 05 0143, 04 05 0406; 06 01 0199; 06 05 0147; 09 05 0221; 07 02 0232, 03 07 0093, 110 00 007.
South Machine Dynamics Ltd. 10 02 025.
South Pacific Research Institute. 07 75 9379.
South Africa, BT: County. NT: Kimberley Observatory.
South Shields Marine & Tech Coll. 03 2 053.
Spencer Newburn Steel Works (Newb), 02 01 07; 01 11 0165.
SSPA (Sweden), USE: various similar names. BT: Sweden.
07 02 0275; 06 07 0123; 06 07 0085.
St <corporate names, USE: St: corporate names.
Stein, W H, & Iron Co. C05 0231.
Stephenson Clarke Shipping Ltd. BT: Stephenson. 01 10 0306.
Stoer Manganese Marine Ltd (Hinckley), BT: Manganese.
Swede, 08 3 0004; 06 05 0101; 06 09 0075; 06 07 0399-100 0004.
Stock (Netherlands), BT: Netherlands. BT: Van Koningsvoort Group (including) (Netherlands. 01 07 0327.
Stromness Ship Ltd (Norway), BT: Norway. 09 03 0074.
Stout & Gurney Engineering Co (London), 06 01 0017, 01 10 0375.
Sunderland Shipwrights Ltd (Switzerland), BT: Switzerland. 04 01 021.
05 02 0027; 08 02 2533; 07 25 0043; 08 20 0189; 09 00 001; 09 04 0161; 10 06 0137.
Sumitomo Heavy Industries Ltd (Japan), BT: Swam 09 06 0167.
Sunderland Corporation. 01 01 0053.
Sunderland Poly, SN: previously Sunderland Technicol Coll.
1942 company name Sunderland Technical Coll (09 04 0072; 10 03 0011; 11 04 0109; 10 05 0041; 11 06 0095.
Sunderland Shipbuilders Ltd. SN: 1973-. Previously called 
Swan & Delcath Sunderland Ltd 1971-1995 part of British Ship-
building Ltd 1996 part of North East Shipbuilders Ltd. BT: Swan & Delcath Ship-
building Ltd. BT: North East Shipbuilding Ltd 10 01 0079.
Sunderland Technical Coll. SN: company name Sunderland Poly.
NT: Sunderland Poly 03 10 0094; 08 08 0279.
Swan, SN: after C S Swan AT Swan various company names.
Swan Hunter Group of Companies, BT: Hunter. BT: Swan.
07 55 0021.
Swan Hunter Shipbuilders Ltd. SN: 1959-. Previously called 
Swan & Hunter Ltd 1971-1995 part of British Ship-
building Ltd 1996 part of North East Shipbuilders Ltd. BT: Swan & Hunter 
Shipbuilding Ltd. BT: North East Shipbuilding Ltd 10 01 0079.
Sunderland Technical Coll. SN: company name Swan Hunter Poly.
NT: Sunderland Poly 03 10 0094; 08 08 0279.
Swan, SN: after C S Swan AT Swan various company names.
Swan Hunter Group of Companies, BT: Hunter. BT: Swan.
07 55 0021.
Swan Hunter Shipbuilders Ltd. SN: 1959-. Previously called 
Swan & Hunter Ltd 1971-1995 part of British Ship-
building Ltd 1996 part of North East Shipbuilders Ltd. BT: Swan & Hunter 
Shipbuilding Ltd. BT: North East Shipbuilding Ltd 10 01 0079.
Sunderland Technical Coll. SN: company name Swan Hunter Poly.
NT: Sunderland Poly 03 10 0094; 08 08 0279.
Swan, SN: after C S Swan AT Swan various company names.
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Walls, Walls & Co. 246:194.
Wear Dock Yard. USE: Artur, S & L Ltd (Sandefjord).
Wearthorpe Iron & Coal Co (Spennymoor). 01325240
West & Institute of Naval Arch (USA). fl. L.A. B22.3235.
1600:0006.
West, G & J, Ltd. SN after G & J West 0144-0569; 055-0088;
062-0851.
Westinghouse, SN = W, 163:533.
Westkruin (Netherlands). RT. Soc. RT: VMF-Stark
Westkruin Group (Netherlands) 040:0282; 044:0037;
036:0375.
Westgarth, SN after T. J. Westgarth. NT: Furness, Sir C, West
garth & Ltd (Mid) NT: Richardson, Westgarth & Co Ltd.
Whealsacre. 060:0085.
Whealsacre Systems & Controls Ltd. 163:0072; 167:0149.
Whiteheat, SN after Sir Joseph Whitworth. NT: Armstrong, Sr
W. C. Whitworth & Co Ltd.
WLC USE: Welding Institute.
Wigham Richardson, J, Ltd. SN after J Wigham Richardson.
UK: Neponne Wherry (Walker). 1850-1933, then continues as
part of Swan, Hunter & Wigham Richardson Ltd. UK: Swan.
Hunter & Wigham Richardson Ltd. 067:0042; 099:0253;
015:0183; 019:0003; 029:0219.
William Froude Lab (Teddington). SN after William Froude.
1842-1920. Also previously called William Froude Naval
Experimental Tank. Also part of NPL. Continues as NPL after WFL.
Wales: HMT (Hunston). UK: NPL (Teddington & Feltham),
022:0042; 036:0254; 064:0259; 069:0378; 092:0158; 043:0146
546:0063; 047:0133; 048:0026; 048:0063; 049:0017; 049:0029; 055:0249;
051:0323; 052:0065; 052:0255; 054:0033; 054:0259; 054:0327;
055:0125; 055:0177; 056:0105; 057:0047; 059:0023.
Wolsey, F, & Co Ltd. SN after Ernest Wolsey, 1901-1909. UK:
Middlesex Shipyard (W. Harland & Co). UK: Furness, Witley &
Co Ltd. 064:0257. SN: 15:1; 31:51; 017:0217; 071:0017
Wolff, SN after Gustave Wilhem Wolff. NT: Harland & Wolff
Lid.
WRC USE: Welding Research Council.

Yarrow (Shipbuilders) Ltd. SN after A. Fred Lauderdale Yarrow.
1842-1932 1977-1985 part of British Shipbuilders Ltd
007:0065; 104:0014.
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How to Use the Personal Name Index.

Arranged in alphabetical order by surname, initials, first names, titles of birth death dates. Including authors of papers, obituaries and biographies. Entries are of the form:

Surname, Initials, Date of Birth, Date of Death, (Personal Title), (organization).

Find your names, then, by using the Index Numbers given, search for the full biographical reference in Section 1 Chronological Index. Note that the Index Numbers given for obituaries and biographies may not correspond exactly to the page number where the article is printed, though the exact pagination is given in the Chronological Index. This is because several have been grouped together under a single Index Number.

Personal Names:

Aaron P. (Philp, V. 106.2:1239.
Abele T. (Thomas, 1846-1951, Prof), 070.1:0262.
Adams B. (Thomas Rodman, 1880-1951, Prof), 050.1:0262.
Adams W. (Wesley Sub., 1871-1916, 120.2:0368, 035.5:0337, 045.6:0325, 046.6:0322, 046.6:0321, 056.3:0503, 076.7:0151.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
Adams D. (James, T.), 064.3:0229.
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Cheesley N R (Norman Rogers), 1929- 100:0148.
Cherneau A. 086:097.
Cheng P (Peter), 1926- 106:0189.
Clifton H (Harry), c1919 195:277:0121.
Clifton J. (Joseph), 027:0267, 035:0109.
Clifton J P. 065:0281.
Chippendale R W (Robert Stanley), c1897-1941 1:03:27:70.
Cholmondeley P T C. 065:0015.
Christensen P I (Peter Johan), 1932-1987 102:0103.
Christianson W A. 065:0099.
Christie C (Charles), c1890-1922 035:0093.
Christie D. USE: Demian Christie.
Christie T (Thomas), 087:0019.
Clark E R. 065:0137.
Clark G (George), 1842-1901 017:0025, 051:0172.
Clark H H H (Harry Henry Clive, c1858-1931), 079:0179.
Clark J L (Leslie), 063:0049.
Clark W J (1847-1897) 003:0423.
Clarke D (David), 1938- 106:0167.
Clarke E F (Edward F.) 225:0121.
Clarke W (William), 1831-1900 096:0194.
Clayburn J (John), 073:0145, 074:0021.
Clayton J A 082:0304, 100:0004.
Cleff P R (Peter Herbert), 1917-1977.
Cleghorn A (Alexandre), c1841-1922 035:0092.
Clements R E (Robert E) 074:0015.
Clemmeton H M (Osborne Mitchell), 1921. 095:0001.
Clerk D (David), 035:0411.
Clough W (Harry William), 1872-1928 054:0232.
Cluff O R D (Grace Richard Dailz, c1901-1960), 075:0122.
Cooms R (Robert), 1901-0105.
Costaumesworth H M (Herry Michael), C29:0029.
Costhane A H J 010:0123.
Costhane C A (Cecil Alexander), 1869-1960, 059:1212.
Costhane E L (Edward Law), 1892-1939, 075:0110.
Costhane G B (George Barrie), 1849-1937 064:0174.
Costhane J R (Edward Atkins), 1849-1937 075:0110.
Costhane W M (William) 1889-1938 054:0323.
Costhane C F (Frederick Charles), 1879-1935 051:0162.
Coulson L T (Lovis Brother), 076:0051.
Coulson W (Walter), 1901-0148.
Coulton D F 071:0257.
Covalin D B (Clever Leroy), 063:0217.
Commons R T (Oliver Floris), C50:0020.
Common W J (John Walford), 1920-1923 089:0009.
Conan JR (Robert) 1885-1901 026:0014.
Connor J F (Frederick) 1835-1901 035:0142.
Constantine P (Harry), 069:0121.
Constantine R (Robert), 018:0546 065:0042.
Contrarinos G 046:0011.
Cook F J 035:0162.
Cook R F (Robert Frederick), 1881 065:0120.
Cook R T (Robert Thomas), c1902-1945 062:0222.
Cook C H (Charles Herbert), c1884-1926 267:0192.
Cook J (John), 1915-1916 065:0293.
Cooper I C G 036:0136.
Cooper J M (John Munro), 1889-1952 067:0013.
Cooke A (Arthur), 1811-1886 074:0027.
Corbett E W (Emmet Wiliam), 050:0017.
Cooper A J C (Andrew John Comyns), 1906-1910 035:0159.
Corry J (John), 1835-1941 031:0006.
Courtemanche A (Antonin Armand), 1879-0087.
Coad T B (Therien Bancroft), c1892-1951 068:0165.
Cromwell H A (Harley Augustus), 1878-1932 053:0193.
Cromwell M C (Malcolm) 1889-1931 065:0191.
Cromwell W (Nathan), 1874-1925 041:0033.
Cromwell N B (Norman Bancroft), 1894 079:0160.
Cromwell W (William Edward), 051:0021.
Cox H L 090:0122.
Craig E E E (Evelyn), 004:0129.
Craig G J (George Duncan), 063-0196.
Craig J (John) 1874-1946 056:0149.
Craig R (Robert), 1872-1911 024:0041.
Creer D W 050:0134.
Cross C W (Charles Wigram), 1884-1944, Col. St V. 061:0222.
Crawford T (Thomas), 1826-1900, 025:0023.
Creeks A 065:0094.
Crosby N (Shallom), 1839-1907.
Cross W (William), 1821-1911 072:0021.
Crook H (Harry), 1875-1940 040:0057.
Croxon T W (Thomas Wilmot) 1861-1944 061:0023.
Culkin P D C (David), 1819-1893.
Cuming G P (George Percival), c1872-1939 055:0167.
Cummingham W (William), 1883-1911, Harv Ed, Wisc Medical 059:0150.
Currie G W (George W), 1862-1920 067:0260.
Currie R M 035:0020.
Cutter M H, (Charles Russell) 1920-0105 035:0024.
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Murphy T J. 08/0:0101.
Murtagh A J. (Ahn) J. 07/0:0027.
Murray G (David). 7/1:293. 06/0:049.
Murray J M. (John M). 07/0:0239. 08/0:0261. 08/3:0092.
Myles D. (David). c1855-1934. 07/5:1517. 08/0:0178.

Napiar R J. (Richard John). c1859-1881. 07/0:0044.
Nelh J. (John). c1755-1863. 07/2:0024. 07/1:0029. 07/5:0093.
08/1:0111.

Nelson D. (Duncan). c1745-1804. 08/0:0262.
Newall F S. (Frederick Stephen). 1815-1870. 04/5:0463.
Newell P B. (Daisy Bramwell). 02/7:0233.
Newitt L. 07/0:0049.

Newton R (R. Kahn). 07/0:0079.
Nicholls B G. (Bryan George). c1783-1823. 06/9:001.
Nicholson H. (Capt.). 02/4:0086.
Nixon J. (Joseph). c1851-1903. 02/5:028.

Noble A (Andrew). 1831-1915. St. 47/1:0035. 03/1:0021. 05/9:0014.

Noble J. (James). 1842-1911. 01/4:0203.
Noble T (Terry). 12/0:0713.

Nooder J (Joseph). c1851-1942. 04/1:0067. 02/1:010.
Northing B. N. (Bruce). 08/0:0134. 08/4:1964. 08/6:0223.
Norwood M. 08/3:0076.
North J M. 07/2:0080.
Norris C L. 08/0:0049.
Northumberland. (Duke of). 1826-1918. 03/1:0051. 04/1:0014.
Northumberland. (Duke of). 1858-1911. 02/4:0264. 05/1:006.
Noton J W. (James Webster). 1858-1877. 08/5:1777.

Oakes D B. (Henry Byron). c1876-1942. 07/5:0165.
08/3:0037. 04/2:0014.
O'Connor F R C. 08/0:0013.
O'Hara D. (Derek). 1923. 04/1:0018.
09/2:0015.
Ohata Y. (Yoshikatsu). 08/0:003.
Ohayashi S. (Shizuki). 09/2:0135.
Owen J. (James). 08/5:0214.
Ottewell K. (Kensuke). 08/7:0185.
Oxholm M C. 08/2:015.
Page P H. 07/1:0078.
Page K D. (Donald). 08/0:0159.
Page S. (Simon). 08/5:1553. 09/0:0126.
Parmenter R (Robert). 1888-1940. 05/1:0075. 05/1:0135.
Parmenon J I. (Joseph Frank). 07/0:0059.
Parmenon M. (Margaret). 07/0:0078.
Parmenon S F. (Selma). 07/5:0015.
Parmenon T M. 08/3:0121.
Parmenon T A D (Arthur Derek). 01/5:003.
Parmenon T C. (Charles Algernon). 1854-1918. 01/5:0031.
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Peel D. P. (Davie Park, 21 1952), 571: D135.


Perham H. N. (Heavens, Robert), 997: D159.


Perkins, J. D. (Emmett, John), 571: D135.


Perkin J. (Percy, John), 076: D161.

Perkins F. W. L. (Fletcher, William), 087: D171.


Pettibone R. H. (Richard High, 1905), 026: D197.

Pilgrim H. (Hylton, c.1665-1725), 026: D198.

Pilgrim H. (Hylton, c.1665-1725), 026: D198.


Picken C. F. (Charles Foster, 1883-1917), 034: D187.

Piper R. (Richard, 1673-1706), 023: D200.

Pitcairn G. W. (Gerard Wilhelm, 1818-1897), 077: D201.


Pinkney L. Thomas, c.1848-1893, 056: D204.

Purle J. W. (James Walpole, 3-1547), 064: D205.

Purcell R. (Radcliff, 1660: D206.

Pitts P. T. M. (Mabel), 128: D207.

Pineapple J. M. (Job), 069: D208.

Patt F. W. (Frederick W. H., C.R.), 186-1911.


Penrith P. (Cromwell, 1612), 064: D211.

Piers L. (Cromwell, 1612), 064: D211.

Peel A. (Adrian Henry, 1913-1957), 069: D212.

Peare J. (J. A. J.), 061: D213.

Parsatz R. M. (Rosa M. S., 1829-1920), 074: D214.


Nutten P. L. (Frederick LeRoy, 1905-1951), 078: D216.


Oatley G. (Thomas, c.1673-1756), 055: D218.

Oatley G. (Thomas, c.1673-1756), 055: D218.

Oatley G. (Thomas, c.1673-1756), 055: D218.

Oatley G. (Thomas, c.1673-1756), 055: D218.

Oatley G. (Thomas, c.1673-1756), 055: D218.

Oatley G. (Thomas, c.1673-1756), 055: D218.

Oatley G. (Thomas, c.1673-1756), 055: D218.

Oatley G. (Thomas, c.1673-1756), 055: D218.

Oatley G. (Thomas, c.1673-1756), 055: D218.

Oatley G. (Thomas, c.1673-1756), 055: D218.
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White C (Coombs, c.1855-1905) 021:0027.
White E S (Travers Saxton) 026:0029; 028:0047.
White G J A (G J a son, 1892-) 094:0021.
White P (Peters, c.1926-1942) 052:0071.
White W (William, c.1837-1903) 022:0022.
Whitley W A (William Albert, c.1835-1940) 037:0029; 055:0156.
Whitelaw H H (Harry Harding, c.1912) 032:1024.
Whitfield T (1828-1901) 036:0021.
Widgery E M (Etta M.) 021:0119.
Weksas A J (Anthony Lucas) 096:0222.
Wigmore L S 036:0026.
Wigley W C S 047:5-6: 052:0065.
Wildridge R (Richard, c.1874-1928) 125:0023.
Wilkinson H C (Harry C) 027:0123.
Wilkinson H (Norman, Lt Cdr.) C39:0237.
Wilkinson C L (Clifford Isaac, 1910-) 066:0151.
Williams F W (Frank William, 1848-1897) 091:0115.
Williams H W (Henry Walter, c.1889-1940) 037:0042.
Williams P C (Harry P C, c.1886-1941) 026:0044.
Williams R 079:0149.
Williams T (T H, Thomas Troy, c.1865-1917) 047:0246.
Wilson A M (Alice Mary, Mrs. NEC Soc) 051:0029.
Wilson E (Eveline) 017:035; 032:0103.
Wilson F P (Emil Paterson) 035:0112; 054:0004.
Wilson H M (Henry Mason) 020:0153.
Wilson J F (John Frederick) c.1841-1946; 066:0250.
Wilson L B 088:1110.
Wilson R M (Robert Merle art, 7-1939; 075:0150.
Wilson R W 078:0277.
Wilson T (Thomas, c.1843-1892) 000:0047.
Wilson W (H F) 035:0046.
Winstanley W J (Walter J) 098:0011.
Windsor T S (Thomas Sanders) 015:0215; 007:0111.
Winstanley P D (Philip David) c.1854-1891; 059:0110.
Winstanley R H (Robert Hare) c.1926-1950; 068:0240.
Wisk D A 037:0042.
Wise W M 037:0042.
Wise N A 034:0042; 066:0095.
Wittenram J H (J H) 038:0037.
Wood W (William) 0126-0125; 051:0040.
Woodward R G (Richard Graham) 042:0042.
Woodward D J 057:0012.
Wootton L R Dr 052:0011.
Worthington H H (Henry Hall, c.1886-1897) 032:0042.
Wright G H (George Hudson, c.1873-1937) 071:0154.
Wright J H (Hewey Clay, c.1878-1905) 067:0150.
Wright K (Koolen, c.1941) 076:0156.
Wright W (Walter, c.1864-1977) 013:0019.
Wurzel M (Max) 020:0019.
Wyne J H (J Hamilton) 091:0158; 056:0045; 056:0045.

Yamagata M (Masa, Dr) 054:0226.
Yamamoto K (Kiyosato) 093:0157.
Yamashita L (Lukasa) 022:0157.
Yarnam J E (James E) 017:0010.
Yarnell G (George, c.1890) 070:0024; 073:0021; 10:0:0:06.
Yasumura J (John, c.1872-1946) 031:0156.
Yassura A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Yasuna A (Andrew) 011:0115.
Apprentices, USE: Education & training.
Arc welding, USE: Welding.
Architects, USE: Hull form.
Architectural design. USE: Structural design.
Art (artistic). RT: Design.
Artistic. USE: Computers.
Art & sculpture. RT: Design.
Artificial intelligence, USE: Computers.
Astrology, (i.e., so-called astrological practices). USE: Folklore.
Astronautics, RT: Science.
Automakers. RT: Science.
Automatic control, USE: Computers.
Automation, general, RT: Machinery.
Automation engineering, RT: Engineers.
Automatic steering, RT: Ships.
Axial flow, RT: Fans.
Axial flow, RT: Propellers.
Axial induction, RT: Turbines.
Axial induction, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial induction, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial booster, RT: Turbines.
Axial booster, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial compressor, RT: Turbines.
Axial compressor, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial compressor, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial compressor, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial exhaust, RT: Turbines.
Axial exhaust, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial extruder, RT: Turbines.
Axial extruder, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial fan, RT: Turbines.
Axial fan, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Fans.
Axial flow, RT: Propellers.
Axial flow, RT: Turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
Axial flow, RT: Wind turbines.
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Civilian NCOEM, USA: NCFERS Council.
Countries: BT: Geographic regions: NT: Bangladesh, NT: Belgium.
        NT: Canada, NT: Cuba, NT: Developing countries, NT: Egypt.
        NT: France, NT: Foreign countries, NT: Germany NT.
        NT: Great Britain NT: India, NT: Italy, NT: Japan NT.
        NT: Netherlands NT: Russia. CT: Corporation: Index RT: Government.
        NT: International relations.
Country houses. USE: Developing countries. USE: Ianl and
        waterways vessels.
CP Propellers. USE: Propellers.
The (crafts). USE: Ships. USE: Small craft.
Craftsmanship: education & training,
         USE: Education & training.
CT: Percussion.
Crane ships. USE: Heavy lift ships.
Cranes. RT: Lifting machinery. RT: Puma handling equipment.
RT: Heavy lift ships. + caption 023:0047; + engineering
        workshop & shipyards 023:0099; + ships 057:0161; + heavy
        deck cranes stored ships 060:0371; + shipyards 078:0233;
        + heavy crane ships 093:0275; + shipbuilding history 103:0372;
        + crane cables lifts ships 260:0695.
Crane engines: steam reciprocating engines. USE: Steam reciprocating engines.
Crankcases: diesel engines. USE: Diesel engines.
Crankcases, diesel engines. USE: Diesel engine.
Crankshafts. RT: Shafting. + shafting rotor engines. long &
        medium shafts 091:0337; + water pump engine. + crankshaft:
        straight shafts 091:0312; + steam reciprocating engine. square &
        casting shafts 091:0303; + steam reciprocating engine. square &
        casting shafts 091:0303; + Mitchell crankcase diesel engines.
        shafts 043:0045; + oil engines marine inc 058:0100.
Creep. USE: Mechanical. USE: Structural strength.
Passengcrs + no specific pp.
Crude oil. NT: Oil refining. USE: Oil.
Cruise ships. USE: Passenger ships. + no specific pp.
Cruiser sterns. USE: Stems.
Cruisers. USE: Wardens.
Culb (country). BT: Countries. + ship design & construction.
        RC: Cylinders. RC: Structures. + tanks + steel truss bridge
        steel girders. 067:0933.
Cylinders engines. USE: Combustion chambers. USE: Engines.
        USE: Diesel engines. USE: Steam reciprocating engines.

Damage. USE: Corrosion. USE: Maintenance. USE: Reliability.
USE: Remotely.
Dampening, USE: Stabilizing devices. USE: Vibration.
Data processing. USE: Data analysis. USE: Analysis. RT: Computer.
        RT: Mathematics. + model tux adaptation ship 059:0221; +
        model tux propulsion 040:0439; + ship performance
        computer ship 043:0063; + software 043:0177; + performance
        ships 053:0124; + cruise, cruise performance ship conference.
Dazzle painting. USE: Coating. USE: camouflage.
DC motors. USE: Superconductors.
Deck auxiliary machinery. USE: Auxiliary machinery. RC: Decks.
Deck covering. USE: Outfitting. RC: Decks.
Dedicated. USE: Superconductors.
Decks. RT: Hull. RT: Accessory equipment. + warships + sub-
        division, merchant ships. submarine vessels 058:0309; +
        warships + submarine 058:0309; + maternal material
        aching warships 076:0281; + submarine. passenger ships
        078:0511; + gardner: structural strength. HVAC: passenger
        ships 078:0901.
 Decommissioning. USE: Scraping.
Defence. general. NT: Warfare military. USE: Naval
        vessels. USE: Weapons. USE: War.
Defence, anti-submarine. USE: Submarines.
Demolition. USE: Scraping.
Depression, economic. USE: Depression.
Derelicts, USE: Cures.
Design: general. NT: Engineering design. Too many ps to list. Fears
        space under narrow limits, especially Ship Design and
        other specific structures. RT: Engineering. RT: Structures.
        NT: Analysis. NT: Drawing. NT: Integrated systems.
        NT: Modelling. NT: New innovations. NT: Obscure. NT:
        Optimisation. NT: Product development. NT: Ship design.
        NT: Simulation. NT: Standardisation. NT: Specific structures
        to name a few. RT: Propellers. RT: Art &
        aesthetics. RT: Research. + standardisation: naval economics
        034:0372; + experimental methods. research 066:0289; +
        engineering 076:0199; - & research: mechanical engineering
        US: Lockheed 075:0281; - & research: computer: Lockheed
        USA: 104:0183; - USA: Langley 104:0183.
Design for production, USE: Design. USE: Ship engines USE:
        Production. USE: Ship production.
Design for repair, USE: Design. USE: Ship design. USE:
        Repairs. USE: Ship repair.
Destroyers. USE: Wardens.
Deterioration, USE: Common USE. USE: Metalurgy.
Deterioration. USE: Common USE. USE: Metalurgy.
Developing countries. RC: Countries. NT: Bangladesh.
        NT: Indian waterways vessels. Bangladesh 100:0153.
Development. USE: Design. USE: History. USE: Research.
        USE: specific subject. USE: Diesel engines.
Diesel electric engines. USE: Diesel engine USE: Electric propulsion.
Diesel engines propelled ships. USE: Diesel engines. USE:
        Monitors. USE: Propulsion machinery.
Diesel engines. BT: Oil engines. RT: Combustion cycle.
        RT: Steam turbine. + vs. other engine types ship 028:0249;
        + ship 028:0249; + ship 028:0249; - & other internal combustion
        engines + thermal efficiency 015:0417; + engines 056:0156; + oil
        internal combustion ship 053:0137; + engine 053:0137; +
        compression air fuel mixture + combustion ship 018:0127;
        + design ships 013:0413; + double acting 2-stroke diesel
        ships 019:0089; - fuel盅, heavy 029:0142; - fuel oil. ships
        049:0190; - variable speed diesel ships 104:0181; - double acting
        ships 049:0190; - compression to steam reciprocating engines.
        + steam seawater 001:0315; - scavenging 001:0315; - forcing
        & casting 042:0121; - waterjet propulsion ships 044:0121; -
        marine diesel, ships 044:0247; - reciprocating ships
        044:0197; - double acting: crankshocks ships 047:0229; - vs
        steam reciprocating, water used: cargo ships 049:0205; - vs
        steam engines, new techniques: marine economics ship
        051:0229; + 034:1147; - & gas engines turbocharged. used
        system ship 061:0441; - ships 061:0533; - Pelton: design
        scavenging 066:0371; - Waterpower Lage 2-stroke super-
        charging 066:0177; - & gas turbines marine gas power plants
        Lima, ships 066:0368; - Detroit 066:0368; - crankcase safety
        ships 066:0283; - scrapers 066:0283; - Westvaco. USA: Langley
        075:0109; - machinery: heavy oil fuel
        ships 059:0127; - shafting alignment 059:0534; -
        014:0437; - propeller & cylinders: reliability: ships 014:0353;
        + Detroit 2 strokes: suppression: supercharging: boiler
        fuel 072:0227; + cargo ship 072:0227; - naval vessel: propulsion
        machinery: Panama, ships 071:0057; - Stork: Waterpower
        supercharging: Bergendoff propulsion ships 071:0120; -
        014:0170; - cast iron: marine engineering: submarines
        015:0128; - cast iron: metalurgy: ships 072:0111; - marine
        propulsion: Lima, ships 078:0117; - Gvertiser ships
        015:0581; - large 2-stroke turbo & superchargers 079:0124,
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Great Lakes vessels. USE: Island waterways vessels. USE: North America.

Grillages; ships; BT. Structural design; RT. Structural members. - Structural strength: weight saving 0.70.0145. - Tankers; longitudinal strength 0.70.0137.

Guns; USE: Weapons.

Guns, electric; USE: Weapons.

Gunboats; USE: Gunboats.

Gyrocompasses; USE: Compasses.

Habitability; USE: Accommodation design.

Hammers; chipping; USE: Welding.

Handling; USE: Cargo handling equipment.

Harness; USE: Hitches.

Harvest; USE: Farming.

Hatch covers; USE: Cargo handling equipment.

Heat balance & diagrams; USE: Thermodynamics.

Heat engines; USE: Engines.

Heat exchangers; USE: Auxiliary equipment.

Heat treatment; USE: Metalworking.

Heat transfer; USE: Fluids.

Heave compensations; USE: Ship design.

Helmet; USE: Aircrew.

Helicopters; USE: Aircraft.

Helicopters; USE: Aircraft.

High powered ships; USE: Power plants.

High pressure equipment & machinery; USE: Pressure.


High speed sailing yachts; USE: Yachts.

High speed watercraft; USE: Hydrofoil vessels.
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High speed ships: cargo ships. BT. Stow. RT. High powered ships. RT. High speed craft. LSE. USE. Small craft. USE. High tensile steel. USE. Steel. USE.


High speed craft. USE. High speed craft. USE. Small craft. USE.

High tensile steel. USE. Steel. USE.


High speed ships: cargo ships. BT. Stow. RT. High powered ships. RT. High speed craft. LSE. USE. Small craft. USE.
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Hydrofoil vessels. BT: High speed craft; slip design 052.0166;
- yacht, sailing: Mayfly 096.0005.

Hydrofoils. USE: Hydrofoils, VT: Aircraft.

Hydrofoil designs. USE: Aeronautics.

Hydroplane vessels. BT: High speed craft; Presidential Adm 027.0017.

Hydrofoil. USE: Aircraft; design 029.9035.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoils. USE: Aircraft; design 029.9035.

Hydrofoils. USE: Aircraft; design 029.9035.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.

Hydrofoil propulsion. USE: Engineering.
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International <subject>. USE: exhibits, except for the above.

Investments: design and ship design, LSE. New locations.

Investment: U.S. locations.


Iron ore carriers. USE: Ore carriers.


IT, SN = Information technology. USE: Computers.

Halt country. RT: Countries RT: Europe. -- ship production, automation 0142013.

Jackup platforms. USE: Offshore drilling rigs.


Luggage. USE: Offshore drilling rigs.


Jet ships. USE: Maneuvering devices.


Jubilee meeting. NCECS: USE: Meeting NCECS.

Junboising. ships. USE: Concerts.

Kermit (wave energy device). USE: Wave energy devices.

Kaplan turbines. USE: Turbines.

Keel. LSE: Buoy keel.

King George V (Clyde river steamers). USE: Island shallow-draft vessels.

Kort marine. USE: Propellers, drives.

La Mort bullers. USE: Bluffs.

Laboratories. USE: Research.


-- 1 1332 345 F029: -- 3 2973 059 0025: -- 3 3134 351 0027.

-- 4 1557 222 0025: -- 8 9724 053 0016: = 0 3937 324 0035.

-- 7 9124 569 0013: -- 9 9628 374 0012: -- 9 9886 324 0091.


Marine transport. USE: Shipping. USE: Ships.

Marine subjects. USE: subjects except for those listed above.

Market forecasting. Building RT. Market trends RT.

Marine transport. USE: Shipping. USE: Ships.

Marine subjects. USE: subjects except for those listed above.

Market forecasting. Building RT. Market trends RT.

Marine transport. USE: Shipping. USE: Ships.

Marine subjects. USE: subjects except for those listed above.

Market forecasting. Building RT. Market trends RT.

Marine transport. USE: Shipping. USE: Ships.

Marine subjects. USE: subjects except for those listed above.

Market forecasting. Building RT. Market trends RT.

Marine transport. USE: Shipping. USE: Ships.

Marine subjects. USE: subjects except for those listed above.

Market forecasting. Building RT. Market trends RT.

Marine transport. USE: Shipping. USE: Ships.

Marine subjects. USE: subjects except for those listed above.

Market forecasting. Building RT. Market trends RT.

Marine transport. USE: Shipping. USE: Ships.

Marine subjects. USE: subjects except for those listed above.

Market forecasting. Building RT. Market trends RT.

Marine transport. USE: Shipping. USE: Ships.

Marine subjects. USE: subjects except for those listed above.

Market forecasting. Building RT. Market trends RT.

Marine transport. USE: Shipping. USE: Ships.

Marine subjects. USE: subjects except for those listed above.

Market forecasting. Building RT. Market trends RT.

Marine transport. USE: Shipping. USE: Ships.

Marine subjects. USE: subjects except for those listed above.

Market forecasting. Building RT. Market trends RT.

Marine transport. USE: Shipping. USE: Ships.

Marine subjects. USE: subjects except for those listed above.

Market forecasting. Building RT. Market trends RT.

Marine transport. USE: Shipping. USE: Ships.

Marine subjects. USE: subjects except for those listed above.

Market forecasting. Building RT. Market trends RT.

Marine transport. USE: Shipping. USE: Ships.

Marine subjects. USE: subjects except for those listed above.

Market forecasting. Building RT. Market trends RT.

Marine transport. USE: Shipping. USE: Ships.

Marine subjects. USE: subjects except for those listed above.

Market forecasting. Building RT. Market trends RT.

Marine transport. USE: Shipping. USE: Ships.

Marine subjects. USE: subjects except for those listed above.

Market forecasting. Building RT. Market trends RT.

Marine transport. USE: Shipping. USE: Ships.

Marine subjects. USE: subjects except for those listed above.

Market forecasting. Building RT. Market trends RT.

Marine transport. USE: Shipping. USE: Ships.

Marine subjects. USE: subjects except for those listed above.

Market forecasting. Building RT. Market trends RT.

Marine transport. USE: Shipping. USE: Ships.

Marine subjects. USE: subjects except for those listed above.

Market forecasting. Building RT. Market trends RT.

Marine transport. USE: Shipping. USE: Ships.

Marine subjects. USE: subjects except for those listed above.

Market forecasting. Building RT. Market trends RT.

Marine transport. USE: Shipping. USE: Ships.

Marine subjects. USE: subjects except for those listed above.

Market forecasting. Building RT. Market trends RT.
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Motive power. USE: Power generation. USA: Propulsion machinery
Motor yachts. USE: Yachts.


Motors, electric. USE: Electrical power generation.


Modeling. BT: Shipbuilding. - ships 058.0138
Mulberry Harbour (floating harbour). USE: Concrete. USE: Paste.

Multiple expansion engines. USE: Steam, reciprocating engines.

Munitions. USE: Weapons.


National organisations. BT: Organizations. NT: names or specific organisations in Corporate Name Index.

Natsahima (research ship). USE: Research Vessels. USE: Support ships.

Natural gas. USE: Gas.


Naval architects: education & training. USE: Education & training.


Naval engineers. BT: Engineers. BT: Naval architecture.


Nuclear expression. USE: Structural analysis.

Nurseries. BT: Nuclear vessels. BT: Organisations.


N.DT. SN: Non destructive testing. USE: Testing.

N.E. England. USE: North East. ENGLAND.

N.C. (conference). USE: Conferences. N.C.E.


Nechtschist constitution and bye-laws. SN: not indexed, but published annually in Transactions.

Niederlassungen. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. SN: not indexed, but published annually in Transactions.

Niederlassungen. USE: Offices.

Niederlassungen. USE: Offices.

Niederlassungen. USE: Offices.

Niederlassungen. USE: Offices.

Niederlassungen. USE: Offices.

Niederlassungs. USE: Offices.

Niederlassungs. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassungen. USE: Offices.

Niederlassungen. USE: Offices.

Niederlassungen. USE: Offices.

Niederlassungen. USE: Offices.

Niederlassungen. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Niederlassung. USE: Offices.

Oil platforms & rigs, offshore. USE. Offshore rigging.

Oil tanks. USE: Tankers.


Offshore: oilfields. USE: Offshore engineering USP 001 RT.

Geographic regions


Oil-water emissions: fuel. USE: Fuel, oil, manifolds.

Power stacks: USE: Power stacks.


Operations: naval vessels. USE: Naval vessels.

Passenger accommodation. USE. Accommodation design. USE. Passenger.

Passenger cargo ships. BT: Merchant ships. AT: Cargo ships.

Passenger ships. BT: Merchant ships. AT: Passenger AT.

Passenger spaces. USE. Accommodation.


Passenger vehicles. USE. Workshops.

Performance: general. BT: Operations. USE. Specific performance data.

Performance: boilers. USE. Boilers.

Performance: propellers. USE. Propellers.

Performance: ships. USE. Propellers.

Passenger. USE. Propellers.

Passenger vehicles. USE. Workshops.

Passenger spaces. USE. Accommodation.

Passenger accommodation. USE. Accommodation design. USE. Passenger.

Passenger cargo ships. BT: Merchant ships. AT: Cargo ships.

Passenger spaces. BT: Merchant ships. AT: Passenger AT.


Passenger vehicles. USE. Workshops.

Performance: general. BT: Operations. USE. Specific performance data.

Performance: boilers. USE. Boilers.

Performance: propellers. USE. Propellers.

Performance: ships. USE. Propellers.

Passenger. USE. Propellers.

Passenger vehicles. USE. Workshops.

Passenger spaces. USE. Accommodation.

Passenger accommodation. USE. Accommodation design. USE. Passenger.

Passenger cargo ships. BT: Merchant ships. AT: Cargo ships.

Passenger spaces. BT: Merchant ships. AT: Passenger AT.


Passenger vehicles. USE. Workshops.

Performance: general. BT: Operations. USE. Specific performance data.

Performance: boilers. USE. Boilers.

Performance: propellers. USE. Propellers.

Performance: ships. USE. Propellers.

Passenger. USE. Propellers.
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Plastics, USE: Combustion chambers, USE: Diesel engines, USE: Jauuma, combustion eng. USE: Steam recompressing engines.
Pitch: propeller blades, USE: Propellers.
Pitachi: ship notations, USE: Motions.
Planning draft: BT: High speed craft.
Planning: USE: Management.
Plant: USE: Machinery.
Plutonium, USE: Metals, USE: Structural strength.
Polished, USE: Metals, USE: Structural strength.
Plots, RT: Structural members, USE: Stiffeners, - - riveting, shipbuilding 055.0273; - - steel, rafters; tension, shipbuilding 053.0197; - - welding: iron: 064.0214; - - welding: iron: 064.0214.
Plots, USE: Structural members, USE: Steel, USE: Welding, - - riveting, shipbuilding 055.0273; - - steel, rafters; tension, shipbuilding 053.0197; - - welding: iron: 064.0214; - - welding: iron: 064.0214.
Plots, USE: Structural members, USE: Steel, USE: Welding, - - riveting, shipbuilding 055.0273; - - steel, rafters; tension, shipbuilding 053.0197; - - welding: iron: 064.0214; - - welding: iron: 064.0214.
Plots, USE: Structural members, USE: Steel, USE: Welding, - - riveting, shipbuilding 055.0273; - - steel, rafters; tension, shipbuilding 053.0197; - - welding: iron: 064.0214; - - welding: iron: 064.0214.
Plots, USE: Structural members, USE: Steel, USE: Welding, - - riveting, shipbuilding 055.0273; - - steel, rafters; tension, shipbuilding 053.0197; - - welding: iron: 064.0214; - - welding: iron: 064.0214.
Plots, USE: Structural members, USE: Steel, USE: Welding, - - riveting, shipbuilding 055.0273; - - steel, rafters; tension, shipbuilding 053.0197; - - welding: iron: 064.0214; - - welding: iron: 064.0214.
Plots, USE: Structural members, USE: Steel, USE: Welding, - - riveting, shipbuilding 055.0273; - - steel, rafters; tension, shipbuilding 053.0197; - - welding: iron: 064.0214; - - welding: iron: 064.0214.
Plots, USE: Structural members, USE: Steel, USE: Welding, - - riveting, shipbuilding 055.0273; - - steel, rafters; tension, shipbuilding 053.0197; - - welding: iron: 064.0214; - - welding: iron: 064.0214.
Plots, USE: Structural members, USE: Steel, USE: Welding, - - riveting, shipbuilding 055.0273; - - steel, rafters; tension, shipbuilding 053.0197; - - welding: iron: 064.0214; - - welding: iron: 064.0214.
Plots, USE: Structural members, USE: Steel, USE: Welding, - - riveting, shipbuilding 055.0273; - - steel, rafters; tension, shipbuilding 053.0197; - - welding: iron: 064.0214; - - welding: iron: 064.0214.
Plots, USE: Structural members, USE: Steel, USE: Welding, - - riveting, shipbuilding 055.0273; - - steel, rafters; tension, shipbuilding 053.0197; - - welding: iron: 064.0214; - - welding: iron: 064.0214.
Plots, USE: Structural members, USE: Steel, USE: Welding, - - riveting, shipbuilding 055.0273; - - steel, rafters; tension, shipbuilding 053.0197; - - welding: iron: 064.0214; - - welding: iron: 064.0214.
Plots, USE: Structural members, USE: Steel, USE: Welding, - - riveting, shipbuilding 055.0273; - - steel, rafters; tension, shipbuilding 053.0197; - - welding: iron: 064.0214; - - welding: iron: 064.0214.
Plots, USE: Structural members, USE: Steel, USE: Welding, - - riveting, shipbuilding 055.0273; - - steel, rafters; tension, shipbuilding 053.0197; - - welding: iron: 064.0214; - - welding: iron: 064.0214.
Plots, USE: Structural members, USE: Steel, USE: Welding, - - riveting, shipbuilding 055.0273; - - steel, rafters; tension, shipbuilding 053.0197; - - welding: iron: 064.0214; - - welding: iron: 064.0214.
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Robots, RT Machines: RT Automation: RT Computers: skybuilding 102-0069

Rocket: USE: Weapons.

R∮lØt sinl motions: USE: Manners, L5: SF: Stability.

Roll Royce engine: USE: Engines.

Roll-on roll-off ships: USE: Ro Ro ships.


Rotterdam (port): USE: Nether lands, NT: Europe (area)

Rough weather & waters: USE: Weather.


Roux: US: Schmiermittel: -- no specific pr


Refractories, NECTES: USE: Awards: NECTIES

Rhine (river), USE: inland waterways: RT: Europe: RT: Germany.


Rigging, USE: Shipment: -- Skybuilding: shipping: NECTIES conference 1005-0066

River vessels, USE: inland waterways: vessels.

River & river engineering, USE: inland waterways.


Rolle Royce engine: USE: Engines.


Rotterdam (port): USE: Nether lands, NT: Europe (area)

Rough weather & waters: USE: Weather.


Running costs: ships: USE: Economics: operations

Russia (country): USE: Countries: RT: Europe: -- financial factors in the waterways vessels 020-0181


River vessels, USE: inland waterways: vessels.

River & river engineering, USE: inland waterways.


Rocket, USE: Weapons.


Roll Royce engine: USE: Engines.

Roll-on roll-off ships: USE: Ro Ro ships.


Rotterdam (port): USE: Nether lands, NT: Europe (area)

Rough weather & waters: USE: Weather.


Running costs: ships: USE: Economics: operations
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Ship design: high speed craft. - inreverse 080.0261; - yachts: full vessel 082.0565; - express: vessels 103.0399.

Ship design: inland waterways vessels. - inland carriers: India 008.0229; - passenger: ships London CC 625.071; - Bangladesh coasts 400.613.

Ship design: merchant ships. - 099.0275; - defense budget 082.0357; - passenger ships 030.0238; - Seamans (U.S. seamen's) 055.0197; - ships: engines 035.0105; - ships: proper planning 272.643; - shipping operations 086.0272; - marketing 049.0019; - coal fired 049.0017; - economics: operations 049.014.


Ship design: offshore vessels & structures. - offshore service vessels 018.0109; - tension leg platforms 100.0273; - off-shore & seabottom vessels: operation Arctic 13.0404.

Ship design: passenger ships. - inland waterways: London CC 622.0171; - interior design 045.0301; - France 013.0171; - Hergerstyrn: superstructure 013.0397; - France 011.03.

Ship design: semianchorage vessels. - offshore support vessels N.W. Atlantic John 094.0117; - preliminary design 094.0149.

Ship design: service vessels & floating docks. - floating docks 040.23; - Adventure: heavy duty vessels 073.3049; - offshore service vessels 086.0110; - offshore & seabottom vessel operation Arctic 105.025.

Ship design: small craft. - yachts, racing 022.027; - fishing vessels: drifters 014.1661; - yachts, international 12.0071; - small craft 014.114.

Ship design: submarinises & submarines. - new: powered vessels 075.0041; - deep-diving 085.0119; - 079.0308.

Ship design: tankers. - 085.0410; - Peter C. Campbell (Great Lakes oil tank-barge). shipbuilding: welding 050.0053; - history 059.0301; - welding: Phoenix 062.0935; - performance 061.0011; - steam engines 067.0025.

Ship design: welding. - Peter C. Campbell (Great Lakes oil tank-barge). shipbuilding: welding 105.0106; - merchant: tankers 013.0171; - sub 014.0619; - wind 050.0119; - rail 050.0119.

Ship models. USE: Model tests.

Ship motions. USE: Motion.

Ship production BT. Production, RT. Shipbuilding. - range: new 033.0303; - 062.0303; - sea-track 052.0001; - shipyard: analysis & design 087.0003; - 052.0025; - design 087.0003; - design & simulation. 087.0003; - large ships: newer future trends 087.0003; - new range planning 091.0181; - 052.0025; - productivity 106.0311; - lasers: welding 102.0102; - Germany 104.0007; - amanopor: Finland 104.0017; - statistical process control 106.0311; - production: ship design integration 106.0007.

Ship types. USE: Ships: types.

Ship subjected. USE: Submits: except for those listed here.

Ship model correlation. USE: Model tests.

Shipboard USE: specialBrowse subject: e.g. cargo handling equipment.

Shipbreaking. USE: Scraping.


Shipbuilders: education & training. USE: Education & training.


Shipbuilding: economics. - 043.0269; - electrical equipment 046.0258; - sub-aques 052.0025; - 052.0026; - shipyard: new 056.0187; - handling & storage 107.0253; - Blackadder Loe 008.0131; - 081.0001; - government: conference N.E.C.C.E.S. X000.000; - 107.0200; - 081.0011; - shipyard: maintenance & finance 113.0203; - 104.0120; - government: schiffbau: President add 104.0001; - to: present: President Add 105.0210.


Shipbuilding: floating docks. - 024.0122; - using: naval vessels 082.0102.

Shipbuilding: history. - NECESSIES century 150.0409; - NT: For your congratulations: NECESSIES 102.0107.
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Underground engineering. USE: Mining, USE: Railways, under ground.
Underwater engineering. USE: Offshore engineering.
Underwater vehicles, USE: Submersibles.
United Kingdom. USE: Great Britain.
USE: Regulations.
United States of America. USE: USA.
United States (co passenger ship). USE: USA. USE: Passenger ships.
Units of measurement. USE: Standardisation.
University. USE: Education & training, USE: Research, USE: Organizations.
Unsinkability. USE: Stability, USE: Submarine.
Upper waters. USE: Ice, USE: Supercarriers.

Validation; ship model tests. USE: Model tests.
Vandal (electric propelled vessel). USE: Electric propelled vessel.
Vardrefjell (tanker). USE: Tankers.
Ventilation. USE: HVAC.
Vessels: sailing. USE: Vessels.
Vessels. USE: Ships.
Vessels (tanker): USE: Tankers.
Vibration: general. USE: Spain.

Vibration; general. USE: Spain.
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Vibrations: general. USE: Spain.

Vibrations: general. USE: Spain.
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Wires, USE: Rogers, wires, & cordage.
Wolf (HMS, destroyer), USE: Warships.
Women, RT: Personnel in engineering & shipbuilding; WW I.
USE: 0229.
Wood, USE: Forest products.
Wood gas production engines, USE: Gas engines.
Woodworking, USE: Industry.

Work study, USE: Management.
Working conditions & practice, USE: Education & training.
USE: Operations. USE: Trade unions.
Works & workshops, USE: Engineering works.


World War I, USE: Wars.
World War II, USE: Wars.

X-rays, USE: Physics.
X-rays, USE: Radiography.

Yachts, USE: Education & training. RT: Personnel.

Zeeland (province), USE: Region. USE: Ports.